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In this article, the authors argue for more theoretical discussion and empirical research
into the organizational and managerial dynamics of commercial cultural production.
Their concern grows out of their observation that management research is neglecting cul-
tural production as a serious object of investigation despite its economic, social, and polit-
ical significance. Moreover, even when management researchers have studied cultural
production, the distinctive characteristics and dynamics of cultural industries have
largely eluded the traditional research approaches adopted. As a result, the unique
dynamics of cultural production remain largely uninvestigated.

We believe that management researchers
must begin to take the commercial pro-
duction of culture more seriously—theo-

retically, methodologically, and empirically. Despite
the size and growing societal importance of cultural
industries, management research continues to focus
primarily on traditional industrial companies and the
problems of managing the production of traditional
goods and the provision of traditional services.1

Although this focus has produced a large body of use-
ful theory, it is a theory of management and organiza-
tion that is of limited use in understanding the very
different problems of managing the commercial pro-

duction of cultural products. If management
researchers continue to fail to include the commercial
production of culture as an important research area,
we run the risk of becoming irrelevant to a large and
growing segment of the business community.

But simply changing the focus of management
research to include companies involved in cultural
production is not enough. To adequately understand
the distinctive characteristics of these industries, man-
agement researchers must consider a set of problems
that are unique to cultural production and expand
research approaches to include theory and methods
that can address these problems. In this article, we dis-
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cuss the unique nature of cultural products and indus-
tries and outline the issues that arise when organiza-
tion and management researchers take cultural pro-
duction seriously.

Although developing a theory of management that
is sensitive to the dynamics of cultural production is
no simple task, we believe it will have a number of
benefits for management theory. First, despite com-
mercial cultural production being an important and
rapidly growing segment of the economy, current
organization and management research has little to
say regarding the distinctive issues facing manage-
ment in these industries. Developing a theory of cul-
tural industries will provide a foundation for educa-
tion, consulting, and publication in this area. Second,
understanding the dynamics of cultural production
will provide tools for understanding the process of
“fashionization” (Peters, 1992) that is occurring across
many industries as more and more products tradition-
ally sold on the basis of practical usefulness develop
an important element of style. In these cases, manag-
ers are faced with a range of new problems and chal-
lenges for which current management theory is of lit-
tle help. Third, developing a theory of cultural
industries connects management research to a range
of literatures in cultural studies that have the potential
to provide a much more developed view of the link
between corporate activity and macro-cultural trends
(Abrahamson & Fombrun, 1992; Lawrence & Phillips,
1997). The role of business in cultural change and the
role of cultural change in the development of new
products and industries are clearly important in
understanding the dynamics of business in late capi-
talism and yet remain largely unconsidered. Com-
bined, these benefits provide a compelling argument
for developing a theory of management and organiza-
tion that focuses on the dynamics of cultural
industries.

WHAT IS CULTURAL PRODUCTION?

Put simply, cultural products are goods and ser-
vices that are valued for their “meaning.” Cultural
products are not valued because they protect the con-
sumer from the cold or move the consumer from Point
A to Point B. Rather, they are valued because the con-
sumer or others can interpret them in a way that is val-
ued by the consumer. At the most basic level, they are
products that are consumed in an act of interpretation
rather than being used in some practical way to solve

some practical problem. Conversely, the value of tra-
ditional products lies primarily in characteristics
other than their “meaning,” such as their usefulness to
consumers in solving a practical problem. The prod-
ucts of traditional industries are not consumed sym-
bolically but rather materially, and their usefulness
does not depend on their meaning. Thus, a simple test
may be available: If something can go “out of style,” it
is a cultural product, and the firms that produce it and
related competing products constitute a cultural
industry (Ewen, 1988). If not, it is probably a tradi-
tional product, and the companies that produce it and
related competing products constitute a traditional
industry.

Managing in cultural industries is therefore not
about efficiently producing a product but about creat-
ing and maintaining an organization that can produce
and sell meaning. Consequently, from a management
perspective, the difficulty is to create an organization
capable of managing the symbolic aspect of the prod-
uct in a way that is sustainable and valued by consum-
ers in the long term. Managers must therefore deal
with a new form of organization: not a capital-inten-
sive or knowledge-intensive organization but a sym-
bol-intensive organization. These organizations are
characterized by the need to manage the process of
symbol creation and the continuous innovation asso-
ciated with cultural production.

There are two obvious arguments against our per-
spective. First, it could be argued that “meaning” is a
type of utility just like any other. Whether a product
moves a consumer from Point A to Point B or whether
it links them to a particular societal fashion is immate-
rial. What is important is that products are valued for
their utility, and resorting to a discussion of culture or
meaning is unnecessary and distracts from a reasoned
examination of the phenomenon. Although we agree
that value grows out of utility and that the meaning of
products or services is one kind of utility, we also
believe that we can usefully differentiate between dif-
ferent forms of utility. This is particularly true from the
perspective of management research, as the cultural
dynamics that produce utility in cultural industries
have an important effect on management practices
and modes of organizing. Therefore, failing to differ-
entiate between them reduces our ability to observe,
understand, and theorize about management in cul-
tural industries.

Second, one could go to the other extreme and, fol-
lowing Baudrillard (1983), argue that all products and
services are cultural and consequently have value
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only in specific cultural frames. Although we are
largely sympathetic with this “all is culture” argu-
ment, we also feel that it is possible and useful to dif-
ferentiate between cultural products that are con-
sumed in different ways. We agree that the value of
any product to any consumer is cultural, but we do not
agree that this cultural value is undifferentiable, nor
do we agree that these differences are inconsequential.
We argue that although the value of any product
grows out of a cultural frame, the value of some prod-
ucts lies in some inherent characteristic of the prod-
uct—insulating properties, for example, or the ability
to provide light—whereas other products are valued
for a meaning that has become attached to the product
but is independent of the material properties of the
product or service. Furthermore, we also believe that
this has important ramifications for the organizations
and managers involved in their production and that
these ramifications deserve special attention and
study.

Cultural Products: Entertainment and Fashion

On the basis of our definition of cultural products in
terms of consumption though interpretation, we can
discern two broad types of cultural products: enter-
tainment and fashion. We define entertainment prod-
ucts as those cultural products that are interpreted
directly by the consumer such as theater, sporting
events, novels, and music CDs. For example, watching
the musical Kiss of the Spider Woman or a Toronto
Bluejays baseball game, reading The Old Man and the
Sea or Stephen King’s Desperation, listening to Itzak
Perlman or Madonna—all involve the direct interpre-
tation of a complex, cultural “text.” But all entertain-
ment products are not the same (Gans, 1974). As these
examples illustrate, the commercial production of
entertainment lies on a continuum between high cul-
ture (ballet, theater, and symphony orchestras) and
low culture (World Wrestling Federation [WWF],
action movies, and romance novels). This continuum
grows out of the tension between art and commerce
that characterizes entertainment industries: “the
perennial conflict between artists active in the culture
industry and those who control it” (Adorno, 1991, p.
87). High-culture organizations2 are often very
respected legitimate organizations that are partially
supported by market transactions but usually depend
heavily on donations and other nonmarket forms of
support. On the other end of the spectrum are the low-
culture activities that are driven primarily by com-

merce. These industries are generally very profitable,
and any pretenses regarding art have generally been
lost.

On the other hand, fashion products are not meant
to be interpreted by the purchaser but by others. For
example, designer sunglasses have become a very
expensive and important fashion accessory, bought
not to be culturally interpreted by the purchaser but as
part of the “look” of the wearer. The sunglasses are
intended by the wearer to be recognized and inter-
preted by others. Thus, we argue that any firm that
produces goods or provides services that are valued
by consumers, at least in part, for their usefulness in
constructing an image, is also involved in commercial
cultural production—the production of fashion
(Barthes, 1990; Ewen, 1988). These include obvious
sets of firms, such as those producing haute couture or
luxury automobiles, as well as less obvious industries,
such as those that produce cellular telephones and
running shoes. Some products, like Adidas running
shoes, were once cultural products, then became very
much a low-cost traditional product as they fell out of
style, only to be reinvented as a high-priced cultural
good with the growing preference for retro 1970s’
products in the late 1990s.

There are, of course, cultural products that are con-
sumed as both entertainment and fashion. Certain
plays, books, movies, and newspapers are associated
with interpretative consumption not only in the origi-
nal encounter as entertainment but also work as a part
of the purchaser’s image. For example, a businessper-
son might read the Wall Street Journal rather than the
National Enquirer while riding the subway, not only
out of preference for its editorials but also because
being seen to read it fits a professional, businesslike
image. Similarly, people watched Seinfeld not only for
its entertainment value but also so that they could
engage in conversation with friends and coworkers.
Conversely, fashion goods can also have an entertain-
ment dimension. This is particularly clear in haute
couture, where clothing appears on television shows
and in fashion magazines as an entertainment
product.

What Is a “Cultural Industry”?

Horkheimer and Adorno first used the term culture
industry in their critique of the commercial production
of mass culture. From their point of view, the culture
industry was one entity composed of all forms of com-
mercial cultural production: “The entire practice of the
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culture industry transfers the profit motive naked
onto cultural forms” (Adorno, 1991, p. 87). Their dis-
cussion did not differentiate between what we would
consider different cultural industries; rather, it was
focused on a complex critique of the role of capitalist
forms of production in the cultural realm. In their
work, Horkheimer and Adorno critically discuss the
trend toward commercial cultural production at the
expense of traditional “art for art’s sake.”

Our use of the term is related but differs in impor-
tant ways. We develop the concept somewhat by add-
ing the idea of multiple cultural industries that share
the common activity of producing culture but that are
differentiable in important ways. The concept of cul-
tural industry, as we are defining it here, therefore
grows out of the reasons why a product is valued by
buyers rather than out of inherent characteristics of
the product or of the firms that produce the product. A
group of firms is a cultural industry when the prod-
ucts of the firms are understood to be competing cul-
tural products by a group of consumers. There are
therefore many different cultural industries that pro-
duce a range of different cultural goods. Our defini-
tion is also much broader than that of Adorno and
Horkheimer in that it includes a range of fashion
goods that they did not include as part of the culture
industry.

Understanding cultural industries therefore
requires an understanding of the dynamics of con-
sumption rather than the dynamics of production. The
dynamics of consumption can be thought of as the
final link in the value chain—one that adds significant
value but that has so far been largely neglected by
management researchers (cf. Knights & Morgan,
1993). In studying cultural industries, it is therefore
not the characteristics of firms, production processes,
or material products that are important but rather the
practices of consumption that surround and give
value to the products of the industry.

Many groups of firms that would traditionally be
considered to make up an industry—the apparel
industry, for example—can be seen to be in different
industries when the products produced by some firms
are consumed as interpretable texts (e.g., Calvin Klein
fashion briefs), whereas materially similar products
(e.g., generic briefs from K-Mart) are not. This is not to
say that the latter cannot be interpreted but that their
value does not lie primarily in their meaning but in
their practical usefulness. What makes a group of
firms a cultural industry is that their products com-
pete in the symbolic realm rather than competing on

some sort of material characteristics. It is therefore
practices of consumption, not production, that are
important in defining the boundaries of the industry.

MANAGING CULTURAL PRODUCTION

Livent is a leading vertically integrated producer and
presenter of live theatrical productions headquar-
tered in Toronto, Canada. The Company’s Broadway
productions have collectively won 12 Tony Awards,
including Best Musical for “Kiss of the Spider
Woman” and Best Musical Revival for “Show Boat.”
Livent’s productions, including its world premiere,
critically acclaimed musical, “Ragtime,” currently
account for a market share of approximately 20 per-
cent of the North American commercial box
office. . . . . Livent trades on the Toronto Stock
Exchange (Symbol-LIV) and the NASDAQ Stock Mar-
ket (Symbol-LVNTF). (http://www.livent.com)

Commercial cultural producers have taken advan-
tage of rapid changes in production technology and
increased internationalization of trade to develop
global markets for cultural products like music, mov-
ies, designer clothes, designer food, and cigars. In the
entertainment industries, this has allowed artists to
reach audiences on a larger scale than ever before pos-
sible and mount increasingly expensive cultural pro-
ductions. In the fashion industries, this has allowed a
whole range of goods to become “fashionized” that
had, until recently, been consumed for more practical
reasons (e.g., glow-in-the-dark dental braces).
Although the synergies of artists and business people
have undoubtedly produced new business opportu-
nities, the commercialization of culture is not without
difficulties. The institutional logics of cultural produc-
tion and commerce are radically different (Bourdieu,
1984), and this creates serious tensions for those who
try to blend them without allowing either to com-
pletely dominate the relationship.

For managers in entertainment industries, manag-
ing the tension between art and commerce can be a
very serious problem. As the above quotation shows,
the organizational integration of cultural production
and commerce involves managers in a complex set of
tensions: They must deal with potentially conflicting
goals as they attempt to both produce art and wealth,
and they face measures of success in artistic and com-
mercial terms—critical acclaim and profitability—
that are often irreconcilable. One solution, the one
adopted by firms who produce highly commercial
cultural products such as the WWF, is simply to aban-
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don any pretense of art and embrace popularity as a
measure of success. Hulk Hogan feels no necessity to
justify his “art,” although he clearly follows a set of
established conventions for producing acceptable
matches. Instead of some measure of artistic merit, the
rule for measuring the success of popular cultural pro-
duction is wonderful in its capitalist populism: If it is
profitable, you are doing the right thing, and if it is
very profitable, you are a hit. At the other end of the
spectrum are well-funded, high-culture institutions
that focus on critical acclaim as the measure of success
and on a small but dedicated audience of artistically
educated consumers. For these organizations, popu-
lar success (and therefore commercial success) is not at
all the goal. For them, the tension between art and
commerce is resolved in the decision to not “sell out”
and compromise their art.

Yet, for a significant proportion of the entertain-
ment industries, the tension between art and com-
merce remains a serious conundrum. Managers and
artists remain torn between the desire to produce art
and the necessity of fiscal responsibility. How this ten-
sion is dealt with varies across different entertainment
industries and even from organization to organiza-
tion. However, it remains an important and difficult
issue within the entertainment industries and one that
is continually renewed by the increasing commodifi-
cation of culture and the resulting concentration of
cultural production in the entertainment industries.
The development of modern technologies like radio,
television, and the movie projector began a process
that has only accelerated as managerial technologies
first developed to manage the production of con-
sumer goods have been applied to the production and
distribution of entertainment products. This concen-
tration has been occurring for some time but has accel-
erated tremendously during the past two decades
with the megamergers and takeovers in the publish-
ing, movie, television, and music industries. Conse-
quently, we see the eclipse of the artist and the rise of
the manager and technician. The romantic notion of
the artistic genius is increasingly relegated to the high-
est planes of cultural production, whereas larger and
larger proportions of cultural production become not
just show business but just business. Yet the legiti-
macy of their products requires some adherence to the
idea that they are artistic products resulting in an
increasing tension.

A stark example of the transition that has occurred
in the production of entertainment was provided by
developments at Livent in the late 1990s—“Livent is a

leading vertically integrated producer and presenter
of live theatrical productions headquartered in
Toronto, Canada” (Livent Home Page,
www.livent.com). In developing Livent, its CEO and
founder, Garth Drabinsky, took the term show business
very seriously: Drabinsky applied the techniques of
modern management and consumer marketing to the
development and promotion of Broadway-style musi-
cals (Saunders, 1996). Gone was the tortured artist
pouring out his or her soul in a lonely writer’s garret.
Instead, focus groups were used to gauge customer
responses and guide teams of writers through multi-
ple script rewrites. Simultaneously, teams of
songwriters worked to produce the important songs
that formed the backbone of the musical and that were
released on CD long before the first production of the
show. Later in the process, advanced promotional
techniques replaced the critic and word of mouth to
fill theaters with middle-class audiences willing to
pay for “applause moments” and “tear-duct activity.”
However, although Mr. Drabinsky professionalized
the management of his theater company, his product
remained more than just a simple consumer prod-
uct—it was still art. The writers, actors, critics, and
audience had expectations above and beyond what
they expect from the production of a simple consumer
good. Mr. Drabinsky was required, therefore, to deal
with the management of a very special kind of produc-
tion that combines the characteristics of a consumer
good and an art object in a complex text that is con-
sumed in an act of interpretation.

For managers in fashion industries, the tension
reoccurs in a different form: The problem is not to bal-
ance art and commerce but to try and bring aesthetics
successfully into the production of goods and the pro-
vision of services. The connection between products
and aesthetics is a difficult one and requires careful
management to produce real value for which consum-
ers will pay premium prices. But this connection is
necessary for firms that wish to charge premium
prices in a world of overproduction where the actual
technical differences between products are often infin-
itesimal or, even worse, unimportant. As Williamson
(1980) observed, consumers are not too materialistic;
they are not materialistic enough: They often do not
judge goods on their technical merits but rather pay
high prices for branded consumer goods whose tech-
nical characteristics simply fail to explain their popu-
larity or price. For managers in these industries, the
most important management tasks have little to do
with managing efficient production lines or reducing
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production costs. Instead, managers must manage the
organization to produce a winning style using
repeated product innovation, advertising, and contin-
uous popular culture monitoring (Gladwell, 1997).
Anyone can make an adequate running shoe to walk
the halls of a high school; almost no one can success-
fully produce a shoe with the kind of style that Nike
has done. This ability is what constitutes good man-
agement in these industries and will be of increasing
importance as the process of fashionization continues
across industries.

The increasing commercialization of cultural pro-
duction has led to profound changes in the relation-
ship between the arts community and various fashion
and entertainment industries. Many artists, writers,
and designers have moved into symbol-intensive
organizations as the production of cultural products
has increasingly come to mimic the dynamics of artis-
tic production. The design of advertisements and even
the products themselves have moved increasingly
from a focus on practical characteristics or even
straightforward cultural allusions to an increasingly
obscure and abstract focus on style and aesthetics, as is
the case in such products as Infiniti cars, Calvin Klein
perfumes, and Benneton clothing. To expand on Ray-
mond Williamson’s (1980) famous quote, it is not just
advertising that is the art of the capitalist world but a
broad range of goods and services that have taken on
an important symbolic dimension and that make up
the fabric of signs that characterizes modern society.
But again, the mix of aesthetics and commerce in fash-
ion industries and the art and commerce in entertain-
ment industries results in significant tensions that
must be managed by managers in cultural industries.

MANAGEMENT RESEARCH AND
CULTURAL INDUSTRIES

Extending the above arguments to management
and organization research, it is clear that the study of
symbol-intensive organizations will require theoreti-
cal and methodological approaches that reflect their
distinctiveness. We believe that simply applying exist-
ing theories of management and traditional research
methodologies fails to highlight the unique problems
and issues that grow out of the fact that cultural indus-
tries produce symbolic goods that are consumed
through interpretation. But what, specifically, would
constitute an appropriate framework for research on
cultural industries and symbol-intensive organiza-

tions? In the remainder of this article, we argue that
there are three aspects of management research that
require reexamination to account for the distinctive
aspects of cultural industries. First, the manner in
which we have defined cultural industries moves the
focus of research from production to consumption.
Second, limiting cultural industries to those where
consumption occurs in interpretation changes the
manner in which value is produced, moving it from
substance to style. Third, cultural industries shift the
nature of the interorganizational setting in which
management occurs, moving it from a relationship
between an organization and its environment to one in
which the organization is embedded in sets of over-
lapping discourses. In the conclusion to this article, we
argue that the interaction of these shifts demands a
change in research philosophy, replacing our tradi-
tional concern with accurate representation by an
emphasis on cultural criticism.

From Production to Consumption

Braces are becoming a girl’s best friend. And even the
boys are jumping on the bandwagon. What was once a
teenage turnoff has turned into a high fashion acces-
sory. Rather than hide the tramlines designed to
straighten their teeth, Scots youngsters are demand-
ing multi-colours on their molars. (Colourful Smiles,
Glasgow Evening Times, 1996, p. 3)

Production and consumption are important words
in the history of capitalism. The early history of capi-
talism was primarily the history of the development of
techniques and methods of mass production
(Blackford & Kerr, 1994). Throughout the 1800s and
early 1900s, the development of mass markets for
products went hand in hand with the development of
better and better ways of producing large numbers of
similar items. The era of mass production focused
managerial attention on reducing cost and developing
markets for many similar goods. This production
focus led to the development of the assembly line and
the introduction of the factory system in the late 1800s,
resulting in increasing concentration as economies of
scale led to larger and larger firms producing more
and more mass-produced goods. The demand for
inexpensive, mass-produced goods seemed to have
no limit, and industrial giants Ford and General
Motors focused their attention on producing and dis-
tributing cheaper and more standardized goods that
would be accessible to larger and larger groups of con-
sumers. It was an era of shortage where ever-increas-
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ing production and the resulting economies of scale
were the secrets of success.

But this focus on economies of scale had limits, and
these limits were reached in the first half of the cen-
tury. In the 1930s and 1940s, there was a growing real-
ization that the limits of mass production had been
reached and that competition was moving from cost to
style. Consumers were no longer happy with huge
amounts of low-cost, mass-produced goods but were
willing to pay premium prices for differentiated and
branded goods. The focus of successful companies
began to move from selling what they could make the
cheapest to making what they could sell at the largest
profit. The era of mass production began to wane, and
the era of specialized consumption appeared.

At the same time, the development of mass-com-
munication technologies like the radio and television
provided increasing markets for other forms of cul-
tural products. The entertainment industries grew
quickly as rapidly improving management tech-
niques combined with these technologies to rapidly
commodify the production of music, movies, books,
and related products. Combined, the entertainment
industries and the fashion industries made up the new
and rapidly developing cultural industries that pro-
duced cultural products and, in many cases, provided
the context for their consumption.

Ironically, whereas the managers of symbol-inten-
sive firms long ago moved from a focus on production
to a focus on consumption, management and organi-
zation research has remained focused on the dynam-
ics of production. Management research, for example,
has little to say to a dental appliance company who
suddenly faces unpredictable and very unfamiliar
demand for colored braces. How should they reorga-
nize to face this different pattern of consumption?
What problems should they expect, and what solu-
tions exist to solve these problems? What core compe-
tencies should they focus on in their new situation? To
begin to develop theories of management and organi-
zation that are helpful to the dental appliance com-
pany, we need to include an explicit theory of con-
sumption in management and organization research.
In particular, we need to develop some understanding
of how management differs depending on how and
why a particular kind of product is consumed. For
example, dental braces were traditionally consumed
for their ability to straighten teeth—they were a tradi-
tional product. Recently, however, they began to be
consumed for other reasons to the point that some
teenagers with straight teeth are beginning to have

colored braces put on—braces have become a fashion
product. For the companies involved, this meant a sig-
nificant change in the dynamics of the organization as
they went from a knowledge-intensive organization
to a symbol-intensive organization.

In moving from a focus on production to a focus on
consumption, management researchers need to focus
on the role of organizations in providing the products
and contexts for consumption. Understanding how
and why products are consumed sets the stage for
understanding the complex relation of consumption
and production, the dynamics of management in cul-
tural and traditional industries, and the organiza-
tional ramifications of different forms of consump-
tion. Although consumption is currently not well
integrated as a topic in management and organization
research, its inclusion stands to make a significant con-
tribution to our understanding of cultural industries
and their management.

From Substance to Style

“You are born without logos. You die without
logos. In between you run” (From magazine adver-
tisement, Brooks Sports).

In contemporary society, social status is largely
defined by patterns of consumption (Bourdieu, 1984);
it is not an individual’s relation to production that
defines their class position but what they consume.
Society is cut through by patterns of consumption that
define cultural groups by their taste in clothes, cars,
entertainment, and food. Members of social groups
capitalize on the fact that mass advertising makes
products meaningful to construct identities that com-
bine evidence of group membership with an individ-
ual sense of style. The meaningfulness of products
that allows them to be used in this way is style.

Rotting Grapes, a winery in Kelowna, British
Columbia, provides a clear and interesting example of
what we mean by style. Consumer interest in wine has
risen tremendously during the past decade, marked
not only by increased consumption but by an increase
in specialty wine stores, wine appreciation classes,
videos, and magazines (Tanzer, 1996). Associated
with this trend has been a series of strategic responses
by wine makers intended to differentiate their prod-
ucts through repackaging in redesigned bottles and
repositioning their images toward the higher end of
the market (Cuneo, 1996). The Ernest and Julio Gallo
winery, for example, recently used a specially com-
missioned selection of work by U.S. sculptors to
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launch a new upmarket wine (Yates, 1996). Against
this backdrop of increasing fashionization, the Rotting
Grapes company launched two new wines: White
Rott and Red Rott. The story of the name of the wine is
given on the label as follows:

This wine is the product of a very sick marketing
man’s mind. This guy figured out that it is time for a
wine that’s named for what it really is—rotting
GRAPEs. Well, everyone thought he was nuts. The
president of the company said “You can’t call a wine
rotting GRAPE. No one will want to drink it.” But the
marketing guy wouldn’t listen to anybody. He said
“That’s just what I expect of you uptight bourgeois
establishment types. You don’t understand anyone
under 30.” So he just went ahead and made up these
labels and bottled the wine and here it is. OK, so this is
not a wine for stuck-up yuppie-types who sit around
in overstuffed Danish leather chairs in their nicely
appointed beach front condo waiting for Niles or Clay
or whoever to call them on their cell phones so they
can all come over in their BMWs or Range Rovers or
whatever and nibble imported Brie and sip on expen-
sive Chardonnay and say things like “Nice legs” or
“Good nose.” No, this is a wine for people who know
wine has nothing to do with body parts. It’s just
grapes . . . Rotting GRAPES. Which is why our crazy
marketing friend called it that. It’s all about what’s in
the bottle that counts, not what’s on the label. So stop
reading this label and buy this wine so he won’t lose
his job. . . . Talk, rant, rave, or complain to us on the
web at: http://www.rott.com/rott/. (From the label
of Rotting GRAPE white wine)

This company and their products are clearly
responding to the role of wine as a cultural product:
the image of Niles or Clay coming over in their BMWs
or Range Rovers and saying things like “Nice legs” or
“Nice nose” is obviously meant to ridicule wine as
fashion, producing a counterfashion. The label pro-
claims that this wine is for people who know that wine
“is just grapes . . . Rotting GRAPES,” ridiculing the
mythology of wine production and ironically expos-
ing wine as a fashion product.

Rotting Grapes wines are an excellent example of a
fashion product: the value of Rotting Grapes wines
stems not only from their taste and bouquet but also
from the image they impart on their purchasers, as
down-to-earth people who are seemingly uncon-
cerned with an image of prestige or affluence. Rotting
Grapes products are used in the construction of a
social image—they are used as fashion. Furthermore,
White Rott and Red Rott fill dual roles as both fashion
and entertainment. The labels are directed less at
describing the wine as much as telling the story of the

wine makers. The most distinctive aspect of Rotting
Grapes wines is that they are explicitly intended to be
consumed by both the purchaser and others through
acts of interpretation, as cultural products.

The idea that consumers in modern society are cre-
ating an image through consumption is not particu-
larly original (Ewen, 1988). However, this idea pro-
vides an explanation for one kind of symbolic value
that cultural industries can generate. As we have
argued above, fashion products are purchased by the
consumer, at least in part, for the ideational or sym-
bolic value that is associated with the good or service
in his or her community. The product, like the Rotting
Grapes wine discussed above, becomes associated
with a particular meaning within a particular commu-
nity. The purchase of that product then becomes moti-
vated not only by the desire for a glass of wine but also
the desire to associate the meaning associated with the
wine—“I am not a stuck-up-yuppie-type”—with the
drinker. Although the process through which the sym-
bolic dimension is created is complex and only partly
under the control of management, understanding and
managing this style becomes a distinctive competence
that the organization must be focused upon: Nike may
be a footwear company, but they do not make running
shoes: They produce style, and the high price of their
shoes reflects this fact.

The critical importance of style to competitiveness
in cultural industries makes the concept of particular
interest. But what exactly is style? By style we mean
this ideational aspect of the product or service that is
“consumed” by the purchaser in the process of creat-
ing an image. The production of style is a complex and
indeterminate process that is only partially under the
control of management. The production of style—that
is, the association of a set of ideas with a product—
involves the creation and dissemination of texts that
make the product meaningful (Fairclough, 1992).
These texts frame the product and make it into a mean-
ingful text that can be interpreted. However, the texts
that make a product meaningful—advertisements,
television shows, music videos, etc.—can be produced
by anyone with access to channels of distribution.
Therefore, the production of style is only partially
under the control of managers.

One of the important implications of this transfor-
mation for management is that organizations now
need to manage their relationship with communities
of consumption rather than simply with aggregates of
individual consumers. This is because the concept of
style is one that is constructed in social settings among
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groups of people. What constitutes cool, beautiful, or
exciting are decisions made socially rather than in iso-
lation as an individual. Even more problematic is that
the interpretation of texts will vary from community
to community. The same style will be interpreted dif-
ferently depending on the practices and culture of var-
ious communities of consumption. Understanding
the production of texts and their interpretation is a
fundamental part of the management of style.

For researchers, the idea of style presents a whole
new set of problems and demands a very different
research program from more traditional management
research. At a theoretical level, researchers interested
in understanding the management of style must
develop a theoretical structure that will support and
extend discussion of the cultural role of products and
of the production of meaning in society. A number of
related literatures exist that provide fertile ideas
(Bourdieu, 1984; Danesi, 1994; Ewen, 1988; Gronow,
1997; Woodmansee, 1994), but understanding the
management of style—as opposed to understanding
style—remains almost unconsidered. At an empirical
level, management researchers have spent little time
investigating the kinds of organizations—symbol-
intensive organizations—that successfully produce
cultural products, such as fashion houses, movie com-
panies, architectural firms, music companies, and that
are able to produce highly stylized products.

It is important to point out that managing cultural
production is not “just” about marketing. Although
firms can participate to some degree in the develop-
ment of tastes, they are largely reactive and dependent
on trends and fads that are difficult to predict and even
more difficult to manage. The firms that succeed in
these volatile arenas are able to deal with a symboli-
cally rich world in an effective and proactive manner.
They are not generally able to control their symbolic
world, but they are masters at observing and reacting
to trends while influencing them to whatever degree
they are able. They are engaged in producing the bits
and pieces that make up the “spectacle” of modern
capitalism (Debord, 1995), but they are as often the vic-
tims of abrupt changes in taste as the lucky recipients,
and their ability to manage in a world of uncertain and
extremely complex meanings is their primary compet-
itive advantage. But what modes of organizing are
most appropriate, what management techniques are
most effective, and what basic issues face symbol-
intensive organizations are all questions that remain
to be investigated by management and organization
researchers.

From Environment to Discourse

Ingredients: North Pole™ Carbonated Spring Water,
Glucose-Fructose, Citric Acid (flavor), Natural Fla-
vors, Spices, Color, Ascorbic Acid, (acidulant: con-
tains 100% of the recommended daily intake of “Vita-
min C” per 355 ml. serving), North American Ginseng
Extract (83 mg), Ginkgo Biloba Extract (60 mg). (Label
of Ginkgo Grapefruit Pasteurized Drink)

One of the principal concerns of management in
capital- and knowledge-intensive firms has been
alignment with the environment in which the firm
operates. The idea that modes of organizing and firm
strategies have to fit with the environment forms the
basis of much of management theory. Although what
the organization exactly has had to respond to in the
environment has varied from theory to theory, the
underlying idea has been very organic: Organizations
are open systems embedded in environments to
which they must respond. For capital-intensive firms,
the environment has been made up of flows of raw
materials and workers on one side and customers on
the other; for knowledge-intensive firms, the environ-
ment has been a source of new knowledge, knowledge
workers, and problems to be solved.

In examining cultural industries, however, this
view of organizations and environment is extremely
limited. Instead of an organization embedded in an
environment that provides flows of inputs and in
return accepts outputs, symbol-intensive organiza-
tions are embedded in systems of texts that provide
the backdrop for their production of meaning. The
question for management research is how to under-
stand the meaningful backdrop to cultural production
that discursive contexts provide. Theories such as
semiotics (Barley, 1983; Fiol, 1989), hermeneutics
(Phillips & Brown, 1993), and discourse analysis
(Hardy & Phillips, 1999; Phillips & Hardy, 1997) pro-
vide the tools to explore the meaningfulness of the dis-
courses and how they frame and shape the activities of
symbol-intensive organizations. Beginning with these
perspectives, management and organization
researchers need a general theory of the role of what
we refer to here as the discursive context in order to
understand the production of cultural goods and the
role of the cultural industries in the production of
macro culture.

As an example of how symbol-intensive firms draw
on and add to their discursive context, consider the
above list of ingredients of a complex cultural prod-
uct: Ginkgo Grapefruit Pasteurized Drink. The ingre-
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dient list is a text drawing on a complex set of texts—
the discursive context of the symbol-intensive firm
that produces this product. If we look at the ingredi-
ents, the first ingredient is “North Pole Carbonated
Spring Water.” This is also repeated on the label where
it is prominently announced that Ginkgo Grapefruit
Pasteurized Drink is made “with lightly sparkling
North Pole™ Spring Water.” This ingredient is com-
mon to all of the flavors of the line of drinks that
includes Ginkgo Grapefruit. The ingredient is a popu-
lar mineral water and including it on the label con-
nects Ginkgo Grapefruit to the whole discourse and
style of mineral waters. It also reaffirms that this is not
a soft drink but is a health drink made out of pure min-
eral water with extracts of ginseng and ginkgo.
Including these “natural” energizers adds a connec-
tion to alternative medicine and adds further legiti-
macy to the implicit claim that the product is not a soft
drink. At the same time, scientific medicine is invoked
when we are told that it contains “100% of the daily
recommended intake of Vitamin C.” This reference is
particularly interesting as the term Vitamin C is in dou-
ble quotation marks to make the reference to the scien-
tific nutrition discourse very clear. Combined, the pre-
sentation of the ingredients of this popular beverage
(along with all the other aspects of the product and its
promotion) works to construct a “pasteurized drink”
that is not a soft drink and that connects with a range
of other texts in the discursive context of the symbol-
intensive firm that produces this fashion product.

The idea of a discursive context also has important
ramifications for evaluating the effects of symbolic
production more generally. A cultural product is most
successful when it is not only accepted by a large num-
ber of consumers but when it influences the direction
of the development of its discursive context. For
instance, the success of television shows like Friends
and Survivor are not measured only in terms of
viewership but also by the degree to which they effect
change in established television genres or establish
new genres; the degree to which they establish their
producers, actors, directors, and writers as important
and influential figures in the television community;
and perhaps most important, the degree to which
symbols and motifs from the series pervade other
aspects of popular culture, including day-to-day con-
versation. Not only has Survivor precipitated a host of
imitations and established the production company as
a dominant figure in the television industry, but the
show’s language, sensibility, and themes are now fea-
tures of many people’s everyday discourse.

The movement from environment to discursive
context when examining cultural industries reflects
not only the importance of cultural products as texts
introduced into popular culture but also the extent to
which a theory of cultural industries would disrupt
our traditional conception of environment. Conceptu-
alizing the relationship between the activities of a
symbol-intensive firm operating in a cultural industry
and those events, activities, and discourse occurring
outside the firm as a traditional “organization and
environment” obscures the importance of the texts
that surround the firm and the role of the firm’s sym-
bolic production in the ongoing construction of its
fragmented context. The discourses that constitute
popular culture are multiple, overlapping, and con-
tested. Consequently, the production of a new cultural
product is based on, and injected into, a complex com-
bination of these discourses. At the same time, these
discourses permeate the firm and provide the build-
ing blocks for the processes of cultural production that
occur in the firm. Thus, we believe that a theory of dis-
course needs to be a central part of the development of
a theory of cultural industries in management and
organizations research.

CONCLUSIONS: FROM
REPRESENTATION TO CRITICISM

The three movements discussed thus far have
focused on the distinctive aspects of cultural indus-
tries and their implications for management research.
In arguing for a movement from representation to crit-
icism, we are suggesting that a focus on consumption,
style, and discourse will require a shift in the method-
ology of management research. Understanding the
management and organizational dynamics that
emerge out of products consumed through symbolic
interpretation is not necessarily associated with form-
ing accurate representations as is the case in most
areas of management research. It is not that we believe
that arguments in this area need be any less rigorously
developed or transparently argued but rather that
these shifts in focus are incongruous with claims that
our statements about the world are correspondent
with some objective or external reality (Astley &
Zammuto, 1992; Zald, 1993).

Instead, we argue that an understanding of the
dynamics of cultural production necessitates a meth-
odological approach that more closely resembles tra-
ditional literary criticism than traditional social sci-
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ence (Phillips, 1993; Zald, 1993). Given that when we
study cultural production the topic of study is the con-
struction of meaning, the idea of developing causal
models of the world loses much of its sense. Instead,
management research would become much more like
literary criticism, interpreting and discussing the
ways in which the texts produced by cultural indus-
tries are constructed and how they gain meaning at
the intersection of cultural industries and society.
Management research would become one of the
humanities: “Humanistic disciplines are concerned
with . . . how particular objects and symbols, high and
low, have achieved their meaning” (Zald, 1993, p. 518).
To adequately understand cultural production, man-
agement research, as we have argued above, needs to
become an exercise in semiotics (Barley, 1983; Fiol,
1989), hermeneutics (Phillips, 1993), or deconstruction
(Calas & Smircich, 1991).

This is, of course, a significant challenge for organi-
zation and management researchers. It requires a
movement away from the “engineering” model (Zald,
1993) in order to understand the commercial produc-
tion of meaning and the effects this process might
have for firms, managers, and society. We believe that
the dynamics of consumption, style, and discourse are
largely overlooked by these traditional approaches to
management  research.  So,  do  we  expect  everyone
studying the film, television, and clothing industries
to abandon their traditional methodologies,
epistemologies, and theories to embrace the model of
cultural criticism? This is clearly not necessary.
Instead, we would more reasonably suggest that there
is considerable scope for the integration of cultural
criticism with other more prevalent research
approaches. Some research, in particular, might be
more amenable to this type of incorporation, such as
research that highlights macro-cultural phenomena,
as with institutional theory, or the organizational
research that pays more explicit attention to issues of
consumption more generally, as with marketing
research that pays attention to the organizational con-
text. For researchers operating in these or other similar
traditions, the examination of firms and industries
involved in cultural production will become a more
powerful and useful inquiry as we incorporate a better
understanding of how popular culture develops and
changes, of the communities of consumption that con-
sume cultural and fashion goods, and of how these
communities value art and fashion. Perhaps even
more, we need to come to an understanding of how
the dynamics of capitalism and the currents of popu-

lar culture interact and play off one another. In other
words, we need to develop an appreciation for the aes-
thetics of modern culture.

NOTES

1. To avoid repetition, we will use the term products to
refer to goods and services in this article.

2. See Gans (1974) for an extended discussion of the dif-
ferences between high culture and popular culture and of
the various arguments that have been made about their rela-
tive importance.
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